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Introduction 

 

In July 2004, Michelle Riel, Assistant Professor of New Media at California State University 

Monterey Bay (CSUMB), Jo-Anne Green, my colleague at Turbulence.org, and I originated the 

networked_performance blog.1 It was our intent to chronicle current network-enabled practice, to 

obtain a wide-range of perspectives on issues and to uncover commonalities in the work. 

 

For our purpose, we defined networked_performance as any live event that is network enabled. 

We included any form of networking in which computational devises speak to each other and 

create a feedback loop. 

 

What the blog revealed and continues to reveal in its over 1900 entries is an explosion of creative 

experimental pursuits2 made possible by the migration of computation out of the desktop pc and 

into the physical world, where it is becoming increasingly woven into the fabric of our lives*, 

and by the continuing advances in internet technologies, wireless telecommunications, sensor 

technologies and Geographic Information Systems (GIS). In these explorations artists are 

utilizing pervasive, ubiquitous computing technologies that are inexpensive, readily available, 

and most importantly, mobile and wirelessly networked. These include technologies, devices, 

and protocols such as mobile phones, PDAs, GPS cards, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, sensors, and open 

source software. The blog further reveals that these technologies are being utilized by a growing 

generation of programming capable artists and artistically minded engineers and computer 

scientists. 

 

In virtually all of this new work, the ephemeral conceptual art practices that came into existence 

during the 50s and 60s – with John Cage, Happenings, Fluxus, the Situationists, and others – and 

that re-emerged as participatory works on the Internet in the early ‘90s, are now proliferating as 

new ways of working and experiencing.  

 

In what sense, then, can these recent explorations be considered new? 
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The concept of the "new" that most of us carry with us is one in which something that has 

existed (the old) is replaced with something that has come into existence only recently. It’s a sort 

of “either-or” model. Digital media, however, are about intermingling and fusion. They are about 

“both-and”. As a colleague recently remarked,  

 

The overlapping of differences [and similarities] that Digital media allow [makes 

for] a staggering hybridity of not only art forms but of just about everything 

amenable to the digital…This activity, however, creates its own ruptures, its own 

“newness” and unrecognizables.3 

 

Is this new? Well yes and no. Anyone familiar with the work of Dick Higgens will remember 

that while he did not use the word “hybrid”, he did identify “fusion”, not only as a basic hunger 

in us all,4 but as a characteristic of the new arts of his time: He spoke of happenings, for instance, 

as a three-way fusion between theater, music and visual art. He suggested that “… art 

performances, so prevalent just now,” might be a five way fusion, between theater, literature, 

music, visual art, and life?”5 

 

Still, the hybridity we are seeing now is, as my colleague said, “staggering.” The sheer number 

of explorations – the many different strategies they employ – the forms they take – is 

extraordinary. It speaks to the enthusiasm with which the deployment of digital technologies has 

been greeted and, as music is the focus of this conference, the enthusiasm with which they are 

being deployed in the development of new ways of musical expression. 

 

The hybridity of the work also makes any effort to differentiate or categorize projects difficult. 

We need new categorization models. 

 

For my convenience here I focus here on three categories of activity: (1) the use of new or extra-

audible sounds, (2) the development of new music- or sound-making instruments, and (3) the 

realization of new musical experiences. These categories are arbitrary and highly permeable, so 

permeable, indeed, that they literally do not hold water. Still they‘ll get us started. Throughout 

you will be introduced to fused functions and hybrid forms; some – such as the ”Electronic 
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Boxing Bag Melody Making Machine”6 – punch it and compose melodies – may very well fall 

within the idea of newness and “unrecognizables” proposed by my colleague.  

 

New Sounds 

 

Data sonification – as defined by Wikipedia is “the use of non-speech audio to convey 

information or perceptualize data.”7 Viewed as a valuable tool for studying complex sets of 

scientific data by allowing researchers to perceive variations and trends invisible to other 

analyzing techniques, its use until quite recently has been limited to such diverse disciplines as 

chemical analysis, economic analysis, seismology and medicine.8 Curiously, although 

completely in keeping with what is happening today, sonifications by scientists have begun to 

show up on the Internet as musical pieces worth listening to, as well as educational tools. The 

sonification of heart rate data, for instance, has been translated into diagnosable music using an 

algorithm developed by two doctors at the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston to 

probe the fractal features common to both music and the complex rhythms of the healthy heart.9  

 

Only recently have artists begun to exploit the potential of sonification. Among the many uses to 

which it is currently being put are the perceptualization of natural phenomena and of radio and 

high-frequency signals from wireless communication devices. You can hear a series of 

sonifications that illustrate the dramatic impact of increasing temperatures on Central Park, New 

York City, in a net-art work called “Heat and the Heartbeat of the City”10; you can hear the real-

time responses of an American semi-tropical climbing Philodendron, in an installation called 

“Pieces for Plants,”11 or in performance with an instrumental ensemble; you can hear the high-

frequency signals of wireless communication devices with a device called “Microwave Boom 

Box,12 you can hear sounds intercepted live from space in “Radio Astronomy.”13 Some of these 

sonifications are surprisingly musical. 

 

Sonification has been used humorously as well. “You Say Potatoe, I say Potato,”14 is a 

performance in which competing performers, appropriately dressed in lab coats and safety gear, 

choose either 1) genetically modified or, 2) organic potatoes, and utilizing a set of scientific and 

culinary tools begin the discovery and exploration of the sonic properties of potatoes. The 
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question driving the performance is: “Genetically modified potatoes may be OK for our 

stomachs, but are they good for our ears?”15 

 

 
Alex Berman and Sue Huang explore the sonic potential of potatoes 

 

“The Cloud Harp” project by Nicolas Reeves, Professor at the Ecole de Design, UQAM 

(University of Quebec at Montreal)16; and “Ground Station” by Canadian artists, Daniel Jolliffe 

and Jocelyn Roberts; are sonifications as well, works in which scientific or technical data are 

perceptualized in sound using custom algorithms developed by the artist(s)/programmer(s). They 

are also instruments, and they are artworks. 

 

“The Cloud Harp”17 by Nicolas Reeves is a “meteo-electronic installation,”18 meteo meaning it 

has to do with astronomical phenomena, moisture being one. It uses an infra-red laser beam and 

a telescope that share the same optics to convert the height, density and structure of clouds into 

sounds and musical sequences in real-time.19 The Harp is polyphonic and can sing in many 

different voices simultaneously. And it can sing 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, in any weather, 

except when the sky is blue. Then it remains silent. 
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Cloud Harp installation in Pittsburgh, PA, April-July 2004 

 

In a recent email,20 Dr. Reeves confirms that the installation, which he calls an instrument, is first 

and foremost oriented toward music. He goes on to say: 

 

[the music]… actually constitutes the real challenge of the instrument: the music 

that is produced should ideally convey both the shapes and variations of the 

clouds, as well as the ambiance that the cloudscape produces. 

 

Since clouds do not generate sounds by themselves, a software transcoding is 

necessary, and all the actual artistic works resides in the writing of the 

algorithms. As you may know, it is rather easy to generate, let's say, classical-

looking music from a perfectly random signal, with enough programming skills; 

this to my sense has no real musical interest. Here, the game is to generate 

musical sequences that stay as close as possible to the clouds’ shapes. 

 

Reeves goes on to write that although the music is the essential component, the installation also 

involves its surroundings: 
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The landscape and the cloudscape participate in the installation; to listen to it in 

an urban setting or in a natural park are two completely different experiences; 

listening to the music produced by small cumuluses or by thunderstorm 

cumulonimbuses also trigger very different feelings, not only because of the 

nature of the music produced, but because changes in clouds change drastically 

the context where this music is heard. It also places the visitor in a slightly 

different time scale, since cloudscape variations usually occur rather slowly; 

observing them while listening to the Harp tends to put one in a somewhat 

contemplative mode. 

 

The “Cloud Harp,” which was first presented in northern Quebec in July 1997, is also known as 

the Keplerian Harp after the German astronomer Johannes Kepler, who was one of the first, with 

his “Music of the Spheres,” to attempt the transposition of a natural phenomenon into music. 

 

“Ground Station” (1999-2003)21 by media artists Daniel Jolliffe and Jocelyn Roberts is also an 

installation oriented toward music.22 It produces music in real time “by following the current 

azimuth, elevation and signal strength of the twenty-seven Global Positioning System (GPS) 

satellites”23 developed by the US military as a military navigation system. “Ground Station” is, 

as its authors write on their website, “…an audible reflection of the activities of the GPS network 

it watches. “The motivation here, however, is not musical but political. As Jocelyn Roberts 

writes24, it’s 

a sort of reaction to the fact that the satellites of the GPS system (Global 

Positioning System…) are made without our permission, spying on us from the 

skies for military purposes. While we would feel rather helpless trying to take on 

the whole American army systems on our own (!), it seemed a rather satisfying 

idea to do to them as they do to us: spy on them and bring their "gestures" into 

our world, making music out of the ballet of these tech toys in the sky. 

 

They spy on us for money; we'll spy on them for art. 
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Joliffe and Roberts developed “Ground Station” out of consumer available tools and designed 

software. The installation works in this way: the GPS data is fed into “Ground Station”, where it 

is processed by an algorithm developed by the artists that filters and transcodes it into musical 

notation. This unusual score is, in turn, played live on a Dysklavier piano in a gallery space. 

 

  

The Dysklavier Grand Piano installation makes invisible data audible 

 

“There is a kind of magic that happens when one actually sees and hears the piece,” Jocelyn 

writes. 

The whole thing is real-time, and the real-time aspect is displayed in the 

installation: one first sees the GPS antenna facing the sky, then the GPS receiver 

device, which displays the satellites info, then the cable from that device to the 

mac, then to the Disklavier Grand Piano. So one can feel the invisible link to 

something floating in the sky… 

 

Jolliffe and Roberts are quite specific about the authors of the music: there are two: the artist 

programmers who created and contextualized the work; and the military infrastructure that 

maintains and controls the GPS network.25 And they are clear too about the music. While the 

score that the GPS data creates is played on a musical instrument, the Dysklavier piano, Joliffe 

and Roberts have little interest in the aesthetics of the music produced, preferring to think of it as 

“an aural translation of the current technologized society.” 
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New Instruments 

 

“The Cloud Harp” and “Ground Station” are “generative” instruments; making use of specially 

developed algorithms they transform specifically selected data into ongoing music co-authored 

by the artist and the data source. Their focus is on process rather than on fixed and repeatable 

compositions. But in terms of their accessibility as musical instruments, they are closed. They 

are instruments through which the work of tracking the clouds and the GPS satellite system is 

performed. They are not created for the listener’s participation in the process. 

 

There are, however, many other “new instruments” and interfaces that can be used by anyone – 

musician or non-musician – for music-making. Some of these have been created from scratch, 

like the “Squeezable Interface”26 a whole hand input interface that allows people to control the 

computer by pinching, twisting and squeezing it; or “The HandySinger” system,27 a tool 

developed to control a singing voice in performance using the gestures of a penguin hand puppet. 

Others convert existing tools, such as mobile phones, Lego Mindstorms robots28 and even the 

earlier-referenced boxing bag29 into music makers. 

 

The following are examples of instruments in which varying degrees of user control are given 

and different relations to music/sound established.  

 

“AudioCube”30 a 2004 table installation allows a group of users to create their own three-

dimensional soundscape. The work is comprised of four cubes placed on a glass plate. Each of 

the cubes produces a different category of sounds: drums, base, lead and strings. Each side of 

each cube produces a different sound in its category. The user need only turn them to change 

their associated sound. As the position of the cube on the glass plate refers to the position of the 

sound in the room, users can create their own soundscape within 3D-space. With a clear 

connection between the action of the user and the reaction of the system, it is possible with this 

tool to build an environment, where spatial audio can be explored creatively and collaboratively. 
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The Audio Cube 

 

These works function as publicly available instruments; but by placing their users at tables and 

asking them to paint in order to make sound, or move objects across a glass plate, they create a 

non-traditional music-making experience. 

 

Tables,31 in fact, have inspired a number of new approaches to instrumentation and to 

performance. The “reacTable,”32 currently under development by the Music Technology Group 

at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra in Barcelona, Spain is a table for musicians that allows 

collaborative live performances. It is played by manipulating a set of objects on the tabletop, 

each of which has a dedicated function for the generation, modification or control of sound. 

Bringing these objects into proximity with each other both constructs the instrument and plays it 

at the same time. Composer, pianist and electronic musician Chris Brown33 composed a work, 

“TeleSon: Invention#8,” for four musicians playing two networked “reacTables,” one in 

Barcelona and one in Linz, Austria.34 

 

 
The reacTable 
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Golan Levin’s installation “Scrapple: A Physical Active Score Table”35 allows users to create 

music by shifting objects and wind-up toys around on a musical score that is projected onto the 

top of a three-meter long table. Users can move the objects as they like: they can take some 

away, they can let the wind-up toys do their own thing. The changes are interpreted by the 

installation as the notes of a musical score. The musical score is scanned at regular intervals and 

the notation created by the user is “played back” in the installation space. Video projections turn 

the objects on the “Scrapple” table into a simple augmented reality by enhancing the real world 

table with colorful and explanatory graphics generated by the computer. 

 

One of the more unusual instruments, Amit Pitaru’s “SonicWire Sculpture,36 uses a drawing 

station. An Israeli artist currently living in New York City, and a classically trained jazz pianist, 

Pitaru’s37 interest lies in exploring the correlation between vision and sound. “Sonic Wire 

Sculptor”, which won an Honorary Mention at the 2005 Ars Electronica Festival, deals with the 

production of sound by means of three dimensional wire drawings. The user, seated at a drawing 

station, literally draws sound with a pen. 

 

 
Amit Pitaru’s SonicWire Sculpture 
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For the installation, gallery visitors enter a dark room with a surround-sound system, a projection 

and a unique drawing station. Using a pen, they draw pictures that are automatically inserted in a 

rotating 3d-space where they look like spinning wire sculptures. As the space rotates, a computer 

interprets the sculpture and transforms it into sound according to the initial speeds and positions 

of the drawings. The vertical axis determines the pitch, for instance; horizontal lines indicate 

notes. Because the installation is based on surround sound, the physical space of the gallery 

reflects the structure of the virtual sculpture. 

 

As noted by Thomas Petersen in his review of artistic interfaces at the 2005 Ars Electronica 

Festival,38 this project  

 

distinguishes itself by actually being playable as a performance instrument. It can 

be used as a precise musical instrument by means of the guidelines to achieve 

specific notes and precise rhythm…. The wire sculptures are an original 

counterpart to the conventional note system and a dynamic equivalent to graphic 

notation systems like the ones used by composers like John Cage, Brian Eno etc. 

 

A New Experience in Full View 

 

All of these works offer new experiences in musical production but few quite so publicly as 

“Glimmer,” the work of Jason Freeman, a recent graduate of Columbia University’s Graduate 

School of Arts and Sciences, which was performed at Zankel Hall, NYC in 2005 as part of 

Freeman’s doctoral work. Freeman describes the performance39: 

 

Strange things were happening in Zankel Hall. Audience members were laughing 

and cheering and doing the wave while yielding novelty light-up cocktail stirrers. 

The orchestra was playing, without a conductor, while lights on their music 

stands flashed, faded in and out, and changed color. A video screen showed an 

animation of the audience seating area, with a white circle occasionally jumping 

from one section to another. And in a control room backstage, four laptop 

computers were keeping watch over it all. What was everyone doing? … 
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The answer is simple, they were creating music. In “Glimmer,” Freeman returned to the 

orchestral performance environment with a work in which a chamber orchestra and the audience 

are musical collaborators. Each audience member was given a battery-operated light stick, which 

he turned on and off over the course of the evening to indicate what he wants to hear; video 

cameras film the audience activity and send their information on to computer software, where it 

is analyzed and sent to multi-colored light stands on the musicians’ stands. “Glimmer,” then, is a 

continuous feedback loop in which audience activities, software algorithms, and orchestral 

performance create the music together. The audience laughs because they are a part of it, can see 

what is happening and are having a good time. 

 

What did it sound like? In his New York Times review of the performance at Zankel Hall, 

Anthony Tommasini remarked, “…The problem was, the light show was infinitely more 

interesting than the music. Still, the audience seemed elated by the experience.”40 

 

And that was the experience Freeman hoped to attain. “I am … driven,” Freeman writes about 

his interest: 

 

to involve listeners by a kind of evangelical motivation to encourage them to 

approach music in different ways and to experience the process of creating and 

performing music firsthand… 

 

... technology offers a powerful means to address some of the challenges of 

soliciting and incorporating the creative contributions of listeners. It is a tool 

through which to facilitate collaboration.41 

 

And so when he is working, Freeman often discards the notions of composer, performer and 

listener altogether, thinking of himself instead as a software developer and his audience as 

software users. 

 

Instead of a score, [he writes] the developer creates software which processes 

data from input interfaces and sends the results to output interfaces. Instead of 
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listening to a performance, users operate those input interfaces and respond to 

the output interfaces, creating a feedback loop of interaction between them and 

the software… 

 

Software art users do not merely listen to a piece of music or look at a painted 

canvas. Nor do they follow specific instructions in the same way that performers 

follow a score; their activities remain rather undirected and open-ended. But at 

the same time, they can only exercise their creativity within narrow confines, and 

software art applications tend to emphasize the creative process over the final 

product. 

 

“Glimmer” is a work of software art. But unlike other examples of software art, it is a collective, 

not an individual experience: 600 audience members participated in the Zankel Hall 

performance; and just because it takes place within the conventional context of the concert hall, 

the roles of composer, performer and listener, as Freeman acknowledges, remain relevant. 

 

All of Freeman’s software art is designed for users who do not have any specialized musical or 

technical training. He makes it easy for them to understand; his aim is to create an environment 

that puts users at ease so that they will contribute. 

 

Max Neuhaus’ most recent work, “Auracle”42 is also for those who do not have any specialized 

musical or technical training, and it too is designed for easy use. Available for live sound 

interaction 24 hours a day, this collaborative or group instrument is for real-time, interactive, 

distributed music making over the Internet. Its ease of use lies in the fact that it is voice-

controlled instrument; the voice is the prime mover; the virtual instrument is able to sense the 

voices’ many characteristics: loudness, pitch, duration, etc – it analyses them and transmits them 

over the Internet to control a synthesizer. No technical skills are required. 

 

“Auracle” is one of what Alvara Barbosa43 calls “Shared Sonic Environments” – “a new class of 

emerging applications that explore the distributed and shared nature…[of networks and] are 

addressed to broad audiences.” Like the work of Jason Freeman and Atua Tanaka, whose 
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practice I will mention in a minute, “Auracle” focuses on the dynamics of social networks; it’s 

about making music together. 

 

To this point I’ve said nothing about mobile music, primarily because it has been written and 

talked about far more than other kinds of works. But also because so many of the mobile musical 

projects are not about music making, but about listening to existing music as you walk around. 

Beginning with the Walkman in 1979, we have been able to listen as we walk. Devices such as 

mobile phones and iPods have made carrying music with you wherever you go even more 

popular, and they have helped to reshape the user’s experience of the urban landscape. 

 

Creative works like “tunA”44 have made the isolated individual listening experience a social one. 

Using “tunA,” participants can share their music locally through handheld devices by tuning in 

to other nearby “tunA” music players and listening to what someone else is listening to. 

“Malleable Music,”45 by Atau Tanaka, lets friends interact with and change the music they are 

listening to together. With “Malleable Music” each person is identified by a distinct part of the 

music. Their movements around town, or their gestures as they listen: whether they grip the 

device or tap to the beat of the music, are picked up by sensors and sent over a wireless network 

to a music engine that modulates, modifies or remixes the music they are all listening to. In this 

way the music is not only shared, but it evolves and responds to the situations of its individual 

listeners. 

 

 
Malleable Music, a tool for listening together 
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“To just download music is to treat it as a dead medium,” Tanaka says. “…leveraging the human 

potential of network interaction to create new musical experiences … that [is] the ultimate. It is a 

vision that respects both music and networks as dynamic, living forms.” And it makes music the 

truly social activity it was from the start. 

 

I want to conclude with mention of a few “wearables”. Wearables are physical interfaces, 

clothing and jewelry that are screens, receivers, and transmitters worn on the body.  

 

“Sonic Fabric”46 is textile woven from recycled audiocassette tape. The sound contained in the 

weave can be heard by drawing a tape head over its surface. A custom sonic dress made for 

Phish47 percussionist Jon Fishman was worn and played live on stage in Las Vegas in April 
2004.  

 

The concept is similar to Nam June Paik’s 1963 “Random Access,”48 in which viewers of the art 

work use the tape head, which has been detached from the tape recorder, to run through tapes on 

the wall. 

 

Masahiko Tsukamoto, a Professor on the Faculty of Engineering at Kobe University in Japan, 

created a “wearable piano”49 shown here at a 2004 wearable computing fashion show in Japan.50  

 

 
Tsukamoto’s wearable piano 
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“Ange”51 is a musical interface inspired by women’s corsetry and an 18th Century medical 

engraving, “Ange Anatomi,” by Jacques Fabian Gautier. The engraving is of a woman whose 

back has been flayed, exposing her bone structure and musculature and creating the suggestion 

of wings. “Ange,” by Danielle Wilde and Tara Crème, incorporates these characteristics in a 

wearable piece of custom corsetry that resembles a series of ribs. Equipped with electronic 

sensors, the ribs are playable, and create different sounds “including breathy notes, a gong, 

rushing water, drums and an oboe.” The notes respond differently to different pressures. 

 

 

 

 

  
   Ange 

 

 
  Ange Anatomic      

 

The idea in these works is to use the body as an interface and allow the user to touch and “play” 

the body of the wearer. Social, intimate, they open other possibilities for live musical expression. 

 

Conclusion 

 

“…there is always an avant-garde,” Dick Higgens wrote, ”in the sense that someone, somewhere 

is always trying to do something which adds to the possibilities for everybody, and that that large 

everybody will some day follow this somebody and use whatever innovations were made as part 

of their workaday craft.” 
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The networked_performance blog is testimony to presence of many someones doing things that 

will add possibilities for everybody. It is also proof of today’s somebodies building on the 

innovations of the somebodies of an earlier time – of Rauschenberg, Cage, Kaprow, Fluxus, and 

others. And, finally, if read correctly, it is a forecast of transformations still to come – a 

chronicle, as Higgens would say, of the art in which the next generation will originate. 

 

                                                 
ENDNOTES 
 
 
1 http://turbulence.org/blog  
 
2 As of October 2005, the networked_performance blog comprises over 1,900 entries. It has been 
visited by over 300,000 visitors since its inception; the rise from 100 visitors in July 2004 to 
50,000 visitors in January 2006 demonstrates the keen and growing interest in these emergent 
practices. 
 
3 Jim Andrews writing to the empyre list on 10/15/05: 
http://www.subtle.net/empyre/October:2005 
 
4 Horizons, The Poetics and Theory of the Intermedia, Carbondale: Southern Illinois University 
Press, 1984, p. 8. 
 
5 ibid, p.16. 
 
6 http://www.turbulence.org/blog/archives/001392.html 
 
7 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sonification 
 
8 The Geiger Counter is used to measure ionizing radiation. The amount of audible clicks is 
directly dependent on the radiation level in the immediate vicinity of the device. 
 
9 http://www.sacredbalance.com/web/flashplayer.html?id=heartsongs You can read about the 
scientific concepts behind the heartsongs demonstration on the Heartsongs page on ReyLab at:  
http://reylab.bidmc.harvard.edu/heartsongs/ 
 
10 “Heat and the Heartbeat of the City” by Andrea Polli at: 
http://turbulence.org/Works/heat/index.html ; 
http://turbulence.org/archives/04.html#polli 
 
11 http://www.miyamasaoka.com/interdisciplinary/brainwaves_plants/pieces_for_plants.html#top 
http://www.turbulence.org/blog/archives/001628.html “Pieces for Plants” by Miya Masaoka an 
interactive sound installation for laptop, synthesizer, and the American semi-tropical climbing 
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Philodendron. Versions of the piece have also been presented in a musical setting in which the 
plant participates as a member and soloist within an instrumental ensemble. In both installation 
and performance, the plant’s real-time responses to its physical environment are translated to 
sound. 
 
12 Horev and Milicevic in a work called “Microwave Boom Box” http://www.we-make-money-
not-art.com/archives/004279.php 
 
13 http://www.radio-astronomy.net/listen.htm 
 
14 http://www.turbulence.org/blog/archives/001617.html 
 
15 The potatoes are used as a power source for the performance by supplying conventional potato 
battery power. Using zinc (galvanized nails) and copper (thick wire), each potato generates .5 to 
1 volt. The individual potatoes can be linked together in serial or parallel array to increase 
voltage and/or amperage. According to the web site, “Potato batteries power circuits that 
generate square waves with varying frequency and intensity depending on the voltage and 
amperage drawn from the potatoes, which is controlled by the performers by manipulating the 
battery configuration on the fly. Piezo contact mics are used to process physical interaction with 
potatoes (i.e. slicing potatoes, grinding potatoes, peeling potatoes, boiling and frying potatoes, 
etc.) No hint about the outcome of the experiment is given. By Sue Huang, Alex Berman and 
David McCallum. http://onsight.id.gu.se/~sue/potato/index.php 
 
16 He is also director of the NXI Gestatio Design Lab, also in Montreal. 
 
17 http://www.turbulence.org/blog/archives/001624.html, http://www.cloudharp.org The software 
written for the instrument is described at http://www.cloudharp.org/Software-sounds.htm 
 
18 meteo: having to do with astronomical phenomena. Moisture is one, and clouds are made of it.  
 
19 The height of the clouds define the frequency of the notes; their density the amplitude 
of the sounds. Low clouds produce short, slightly distorted sounds, somewhere between 
a piano and a bell; while high clouds produce percussive sounds. 
 
20 Email from Nicolas Reeve to Helen Thorington, 10/17/05 
 
21 http://www.turbulence.org/blog/archives/000533.html 
http://accad.osu.edu/~djolliff/sdn/sdn.htm 
 
22 http://accad.osu.edu/~djolliff/sdn/sdn.htm 
 
23 Each of these 3,000- to 4,000-pound solar-powered satellites circles the globe at about 12,000 
miles (19,300 km), making two complete rotations every day. The orbits are arranged so that at 
any time, anywhere on Earth, there are at least four satellites “visible” in the sky. A GPS 
receiver's job is to locate four or more of these satellites, figure out the distance to each, and use 
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this information to deduce its own location. See “Introduction to how GPS Receivers Work” at 
http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/gps.htm 
  
24 Jocelyn Roberts in a 10/17/05 email to Helen Thorington 
 
25 This includes the role played by the Schriever Air Force Base, This role, the artists insist, is 
indirect but significant,, “as the music produced by GS depends on satellite trajectory… Without 
this ground control, the music produced by GS would eventually fade and cease, in parallel with 
the decay of the satellites themselves.” For a somewhat longer treatment of this work, see: 
Thorington, Helen, “Breaking Out: The Trip Back”, Contemporary Music Review, Vol. 24, No. 
6, December 2005, pp. 445 -448. 
 
26 http://hct.ece.ubc.ca/research/malleableMusic/index.html 
 
27 http://www,we-make-money-not-art.com/archives/007156 
The researchers, Tomoko Yoneza, Noriko Suzuki, Kenji Mase and Kiyoshi Kogure of the ATR 
Intelligent Robotics and Communications Laboratories recorded the voice of a woman singing a 
Japanese nursery rhyme (“Furusato” or “Hometown”) They recorded her in four different 
expressive ways: normal singing voice, whisper, a dark voice, which is “a voice that emphasizes 
expressiveness like an opera singer” and a wet voice like the voice used in pop music for 
“emotional emphasis”. The hand puppet is a stuffed penguin and a sensor covered glove that acts 
as a capturing device, a sound control device produces a singing voice. Users control the singing 
voice by their gestures. The HandySinger system is a research project aimed at producing a tool 
that has a sufficient range of expressions to be used in live performance. More information can 
be found in the PDF document, “Handy Singer: Expressive Singing Voice Morphing Using 
Personified Hand-Puppet Interface” at: http://hct.ece.ubc.ca/nime/2005/proc/nime2005_121.pdf 
 
28 http://www.we-make-money-not-art.com/archives/004025.php 
http://www.sarc.qub.ac.uk/~prebelo/lautnet/Pages/sonicconstructs/sonicconstructs.htm 
 
This installation seems to have had a purpose relating to the use of robots not to the making of 
music. None-the-less, the installation allows users to make their own Lego structures. The 
movement of these objects creates music, “Not music that would necessarily be made by a 
human, but nevertheless music.” (“Sonic Constructs: Robotics and the Residue of Sound” by 
Pedro Rebelo and Graham McAllister, available as a PDF document at 
http://www.sarc.qub.ac.uk/~prebelo/lautnet/Pages/sonicconstructs/sonicconstructs.htm) 
 
29 http://www.turbulence.org/blog/archives/001392.html BO-KU-SHI-N-GU BA-GU, an 
Electronic Boxing Bag Melody Making Machine, is an interactive sound installation by Heerko 
van der Kooij (Netherlands) and Niels Wolf (Denmark) in collaboration with Travis Robertson 
(CA, USA). Punching the Bokushingu Bagu the visitor generates and composes melodies from a 
selection of various sounds depending on the power and area of the punch. See: 
http://www.okno.be/en/past/expo_53.html 
 
30 http://www.audite.at/en/projects_audiocube.html 
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31 http://www.turbulence.org/blog/archives/000786.html 
http://www.iua.upf.es/mtg/reacTable/MusicTables/ 
 
32 http://www.iua.upf.es/mtg/reacTable/ 
 
33 http://www.turbulence.org/blog/archives/001321.html 
 
34 For more information see: Sounding the Net: Interview with Chris Brown by Peter Traub at: 
http://www.fictive.org/cmr/appendix/brown.html 
 
35 http://www.turbulence.org/blog/archives/001404.html 
http://www.aec.at/en/center/project.asp?iProjectID=13201 Scrapple is actually a physical version 
of the screen-based Audiovisual Environments (AVES) devised for his Scribble performance in 
2000. http://www.turbulence.org/blog/archives/001342.html 
 
36 http://www.turbulence.org/blog/archives/001630.html The tech for this project can be found 
here as well as the description: http://www.pitaru.com/sws/ 
 
37 for an interview with Pitaru, see: http://www.designmuseum.org/design/index.php?id=30 
 
38 http://www.turbulence.org/blog/archives/001404.html 
http://www.artificial.dk/articles/artisticinterfaces.htm 
 
39 http://www.jasonfreeman.net/PDF/scores/glimmer-paper.pdf This quote is in the Introduction. 
 
40 “With Lights in Hand, Audience Becomes the Conductor,” Arts, January 22, 2005. 
 
41 Op.cit., p.9-14. 
 
42 http://www.akademie-solitude.de/auracle/?1=e 
  
43 Alvaro Barbosa. Displaced soundscapes: A survey of networked system for music and sonic 
art creation. Leonardo Music Journal, 13:53-59, 2003. P. 58. 
 
44 http://www.turbulence.org/blog/archives/000247.html 
 
45 http://www.turbulence.org/blog/archives/000310.html 
 
46 http://www.sonicfabric.com/fabric.html 
 
47 Phish is a band from the Burlington-area in Vermont. Formed in 1983 and modified around 
1986 when second guitarist Jeff Holdsworth left and pianist Page McConnell joined, Phish is 
made up of Trey Anastasio, Mike Gordon, Jon Fishman, and Page McConnell. Trey and Mike 
play guitar and bass guitar respectively. Jon plays the drums and Page plays keyboards. Jon wore 
the Sonic Fabric garment. 
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48 http://www.medienkunstnetz.de/works/random-access/images/2/  
 
49 http://www.turbulence.org/blog/archives/001623.html A “hand roll piano” with a midi 
interface is already on the market in Japan. And researchers with the Swedish packaging 
company, SCA, have built a cardboard only piano that sounds very much like a real one, in 
which integrated circuits are pressed into paper. When one of the 88 keys is pressed it sends a 
signal to an external loudspeaker. http://www.we-make-money-not-art.com/cgi-
bin/mt/_7r4ckb4ck5.cgi/760 
 
50 http://www.eng.kagawa-u.ac.jp/AMT2005/Banquet.html 
 
51 http://www.turbulence.org/blog/archives/000986.html; 
http://www.interaction.rca.ac.uk/alumni/01-03/danielle/docs/ange.html 


